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51. Intelligent Vehicles

Alberto Broggi, Alexander Zelinsky, Michel Parent, Charles E. Thorpe

This chapter describes the emerging robotics ap-
plication field of intelligent vehicles – motor
vehicles that have autonomous functions and
capabilities. The chapter is organized as follows.
Section 51.1 provides a motivation of why the de-
velopment of intelligent vehicles is important,
a brief history of the field, and the potential
benefits of the technology. Section 51.2 describes
the enabling technologies for intelligent vehicles
to sense vehicle, environment and driver state,
work with digital maps and satellite navigation,
and communicate with intelligent transportation
infrastructure. Section 51.3 describes the chal-
lenges and solutions associated with road scene
understanding – a key capability for all intel-
ligent vehicles. Section 51.4 describes advanced
driver assistance systems, which use robotics and
sensing technologies described earlier to create
new safety and convenience systems for mo-
tor vehicles, such as collision avoidance, lane
keeping, and parking assistance. Section 51.5 de-
scribes driver monitoring technologies that are
being developed to mitigate driver fatigue, inat-
tention, and impairment. Section 51.6 describes
fully autonomous intelligent vehicles systems that
have been developed and deployed. The Chap-
ter is concluded in Sect. 51.7 with a discussion
of future prospects, while Sect. 51.8 provides
references to further reading and additional
resources.
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51.1 Why Intelligent Vehicles?

An important field of application of robotics has

emerged in the last 20–25 years which is centered on

the automobile, named intelligent vehicles. The auto-

mobile has been one of the most important products of
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1176 Part F Field and Service Robotics

the 20th century. It has generated an enormous industry

and has given individuals a freedom of movement that

has completely changed our ways of living. Indeed, the

automobile has been a key factor in the large change in

the way our urban societies are structured. Today, there

are more than 800 million vehicles on the planet and

this number is expected to double in the next ten years.

This challenge has led to the development of an active

research domain with the ultimate goal of automating

the typical tasks that humans perform while driving.

An intelligent vehicle is defined as a vehicle enhanced

with perception, reasoning, and actuating devices that

enable the automation of driving tasks such as safe lane

following, obstacle avoidance, overtaking slower traffic,

following the vehicle ahead, assessing and avoiding dan-

gerous situations, and determining the route. The overall

motivation of building intelligent vehicles has been to

make motoring safer, and more convenient and efficient.

51.1.1 Brief History

The history of intelligent vehicles has developed over

the last two decades. Although the first ideas were born

in the 1960s, the level of maturity of the technology at

that time did not allow pursuit of the original goal of

implementing fully autonomous all-terrain all-weather

vehicles. The first documented prototypes of automated

vehicles were fielded by a few groups in the military

arena in the mid 1980s [51.1–3]. The initial stimulus

that triggered these innovative ideas was provided by

the military sector, which was eager to provide complete

automation to its fleet of ground vehicles.

It was not before the 1980s that this interest was

transferred to the civil sector: governments worldwide

launched the first projects, which supported a large num-

ber of researchers in these topics. The interest of the

automotive industry in developing real products was

only triggered after feasibility studies were successfully

completed and the first prototypes were demonstrated.

Testing of autonomous vehicles on real roads in a real

environment was one of the most important milestones

in the history of intelligent vehicles. This happened in

the mid to late 1990s. Figure 51.1 shows the first motor

vehicles that pioneered the development of intelligent

vehicles. In the summer of 1995, the Carnegie Mellon

Navlab group ran their No Hands Across America ex-

periment [51.4]. They demonstrated automated steering,

based solely on computer vision, over 98%of the time on

a 2800mile trip across the United States. Later in 1995

the Bundeswehr Universität Munich (UBM), Germany

fielded a vehicle that was demonstrated with a 1758 km

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 51.1a–c Pictures of pioneering autonomous vehicles,

from top to bottom: (a) NAVLAB, (b) UBM, and (c) Argo

vehicles

trip from Munich to Copenhagen in Denmark and back.

The vehicle was able to drive autonomously for 95% of

the trip. The car suggested and executed maneuvers to

pass other cars. Unlike later robot cars, this car located

itself on the current road and followed it until instructed

otherwise. It did not localize itself in global coordi-

nates and could drivewithout Global Positioning System

(GPS) and road maps as found in a modern automotive

navigation systems. The car’s trunk was full of trans-

puters and ad hoc hardware. A different approach was

followed by VisLab at the University of Parma within

the Argo project: the passenger car that was designed

and developed was based on a low-cost approach. An
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Intelligent Vehicles 51.1 Why Intelligent Vehicles? 1177

off-the-shelf Pentium 200MHz personal computer (PC)

was used to process stereo images obtained from low-

cost cameras installed in the driving cabin. The vehicle

was able to follow the lane, locate obstacles, and – when

instructed – change lane and overtake slower vehicles.

The main milestone of this project was the successful

test of the Argo vehicle in a tour of Italy of more than

2000 km called ‘Millemiglia in Automatico’ in which

the vehicle drove itself for 94% of the total distance.

Current research initiatives are oriented towards the

development of intelligent vehicles in realistic scenar-

ios. However, due mainly to legal issues, full autonomy

has not yet been set as the ultimate goal: the automo-

tive industry has set as its primary goal the need to equip

vehicles with supervised systems and – more generally

– advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) instead

of automatic pilots. In other words, the driver is still in

charge of running the vehicle, but the drive is monitored

by an electronic system that detects possibly dangerous

situations and reacts by either warning the driver in due

time, or taking control of the vehicle in order to miti-

gate the consequences of the driver’s inattention. Given

the aforementioned legal issues, the ultimate goal has

shifted towards driving assistance systems since com-

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

Fig. 51.2a–e Grand Challenge Vehicles (a) Stanley (1st)

(b) Sandstorm (2nd), (c) Highlander (3rd), (d) Kat-5 (4th)

and (e) Terramax (5th)

plete vehicle automation was not felt to be a primary

strategic area of investment for automotive industries.

Concurrently, Departments of Transportationworldwide

have been primarily interested in social, economic, or

environmental objectives aimed at enhancing fuel effi-

ciency, road network usage, and improving quality of

life in terms of mobility [51.5].

The good results obtained by ADAS in the automo-

tive arena in recent years has induced the military sector

to give a new vigorous push to the original ideas of

automating its fleet of ground vehicles. TheDefense Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) launched

the Grand Challenge in 2003, a race for autonomous

vehicles that had to travel for more than 200 km in un-

structured environments. This unprecedented challenge

attracted a large number of top-level research institutes,

who worked with the million-dollar prize in mind and

helped the scientific community take a considerable step

forward.

In 2005 the DARPA Grand Challenge required au-

tonomous driving in a rough terrain desert scenario with

no traffic, obstacle types known in advance, and few if

any road markers on a course predefined by 2935 GPS

points. Five cars (maximum speed 40 km/h) completed

the 211 km desert course:

1. Volkswagen of Stanford (Stanley 6 h 54min)

2. Hummer of CMU (Sandstorm 2.5% slower)

3. CMU’s second Hummer (Highlander 5% slower)

4. Gray team (Kat 5 8% slower)

5. Terramax truck (44% slower)

Figure 51.2a–e shows photographs of the five finishing

vehicles. Refer to [51.6] for the technical details of the

DARPA Grand Challenge.

51.1.2 Benefits of Intelligent Vehicles

Having intelligent vehicles running on our road network

would bring a number of social, environmental, and eco-

nomical benefits. An intelligent vehicle able to assess the

driving scenario and react in case of danger would allow

up to 90% of traffic accidents that are caused by human

errors to be eliminated, saving human lives. According

to the World Health Organization an estimated 1.2 mil-

lion people worldwide are killed each year, and about

forty times this number injured, due to traffic accidents.

At the same time, vehicles able to drive at high

speeds and very close to each other would decrease

fuel consumption and polluting emissions; furthermore

theywould also increase road network capacity. Vehicles

communicating with a ground station could share their
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routes and be instructed to reroute in order to maintain

a smooth traffic flow. Vehicles that can sense and obey

speed limits or traffic rules would reduce the possibility

of misinterpretation and antisocial driving behavior.

Fully automatic vehicles would also offer a higher

degree and quality of mobility to a larger population,

including young, old, or infirm individuals, reducing the

need even for a driving licence. Finally, the availability

of vehicles that could drive themselves would increase

the quality of mobility for everyone, turning personal

vehicles into taxis able to pick up people and take them

to their final destination in total safety and comfort,

dedicating the driving time to their preferred activities.

However, this full application of intelligent vehicles

is far from being complete, since unmanned vehicles

technology is still under development for many other

applications. The automation of road vehicles is per-

haps the most common everyday task that attracts the

greatest interest from the industry. However, other do-

mains such as agricultural, mining, construction, search

and rescue, and other dangerous applications in gen-

eral, are looking to autonomous vehicles as a possible

solution to the issue of the ever-increasing cost of per-

sonnel. If a vehicle could move autonomously on a field

to seed, or enter a mined field, or even perform dan-

gerous missions, the number of individuals put at risk

would drastically decrease and at the same time the effi-

ciency of the vehicle itself would be increased thanks to

a 24/7 operational schedule. The key challenge for intel-

ligent vehicles is safety; accidents must not occur due to

automation errors and there is zero tolerance to human

injury and death.

This chapter focuses on road and traffic applications

of intelligent vehicles, which are catalyzing the interest

of the automotive industry, car makers, and providers of

automotive technologies.

51.2 Enabling Technologies

The basic sensing and actuation technologies for intel-

ligent vehicles are readily available on the market. The

key challenge to integrating new technologies is heav-

ily dependent on the control strategies associated with

the sensor data processing and reasoning. Automated

systems must consider all subsystems in a vehicle, in-

cluding the interaction of the technology with the driver.

Key drivers for the new technologies in an intelligent

vehicle are the desired applications. Solutions are de-

veloped on the premise that the system must satisfy the

requirements of the application with the minimum level

of technology.

Intelligent vehicle applications require the follow-

ing:

• The position, and kinematic and dynamic state of the

vehicle

• The state of the environment surrounding the vehicle

• The state of the driver and occupants

• Communicationwith roadside infrastructure or other

vehicles

• Access to digital maps and satellite data

Position localization is a key technology for intelligent

vehicles. The position of the vehicle must be known if

the vehicle is to be controlled along a particular tra-

jectory. To control an intelligent vehicle to perform

applications such as collision avoidance or automatic

lane changing requires knowledge of the kinematic and

dynamic states of the vehicle. Standard robotics tech-

niques for position, kinematics, and dynamics are used

in intelligent vehicle applications (see Chap. 34). En-

coders are mounted on the steering column and the tail

shaft. Vehicle heading, speed, and acceleration can be

computed from the encoders using standard techniques

(see Chap. 20).

To execute the trajectories in an intelligent vehicle

a number of techniques are used. In many current appli-

cations of fully automated vehicles, the trajectories are

fixed with limited choices at intersections. To execute

the trajectories, the vehicles simply followmarkers such

as an antenna (a wire carrying an alternating current),

magnets or passive transponders such as radio frequency

identification (RFID) tags that are imbedded in the road

or simple painted lines. In more advanced navigation

systems, the vehicle generates trajectories in a map

stored in its memory and localizes itself with respect

to this map in order to execute them. This localization

can be done using absolute positioning through a com-

bination of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS),

vehicular kinematic state, and inertial navigation. Alter-

natively, position localization can be done by relative

localization using local markers such visual landmarks.

(For specific reference to earlier mobile robot landmark

navigation see Chap. 36.)

In order for the vehicle to execute trajectories, it

needs to control the speed and the steering of the
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Intelligent Vehicles 51.2 Enabling Technologies 1179

Centre of
turning circle

Fig. 51.3 Ackerman steering model

vehicle. Modern vehicles now incorporate electronic

control units to control the acceleration (motor torque

and possibly gearbox and clutch), the braking (electric

or electrohydraulic brake control) and the steering angle

(electric power assistance), and it is therefore quite easy

Lane detection
Road sign recognition
Road hazard detection
Pedestrian detection
Obstacle detection
Vehicle detection
(video, laser, infrared, radar)

Driver state sensor
- identity
- fatigue
- distraction-inattention
(video)

Blind-spot sensor
Parking sensor
Vehicle detection
(video, radar, ultrasound)

Adjacent lane monitor
(video)

Occupant sensor (video)

Side view monitor (video)

Fig. 51.4 Environment state sensing

to implement trajectory control of the vehicles [51.7].

The safety of these critical functions remains a chal-

lenge, and is usually solved through redundancies in the

sensors, actuators, and control units.

51.2.1 Environment State

Sensing the state of the environment surrounding the

vehicle is a critical aspect of intelligent vehicle applica-

tions. The most difficult function for intelligent vehicles

is road scene understanding. This includes locating key

landmarks: the road, other vehicles, pedestrians, traf-

fic signals, road signs, and other unstructured obstacles.

Amore difficult challenge is speed control following the

detection of event in the road scene. The common sen-

sors are infrared [51.8], ultrasound [51.9], radar [51.10],

laser range finders [51.11], and computer vision [51.12],

which continually scan the environment as shown in

Fig. 51.4. Radar is generally used for obstacle detec-

tion at a distance, while infrared and ultrasound are used

for close proximity obstacle detection. Laser ranging

and image processing are used to more robustly rec-

ognize the road scene under various weather conditions.

Certain road scene conditions such as road signs and traf-

fic lights can only be understood using vision sensing.

Sensor fusion is commonly used in intelligent vehicle

applications, particularly between monocular vision and

radar/laser sensors. This work is principally being done

by the tier 1 automotive suppliers (Bosch, Denso, Del-
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phi, Visteon, Siemens, NEC) in cooperation with the

major automotive manufacturers.

Using such sensors it is possible to map the environ-

ment surrounding the vehicle and then, using techniques

such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)

(Chap. 37), generate the complex manoeuvres needed

for parking or for obstacle avoidance.

51.2.2 Driver State

Additionally an intelligent vehicle needs to understand

the driver state, if it is to give appropriate warnings or

need to take action. Vision sensors [51.13] can moni-

tor a driver’s attentiveness and fatigue by observing the

direction of the driver’s gaze and eyelid behavior. In an

emergency knowing the position of the driver’s head can

assist in the safe deployment of airbags. Also, after an

accident, observing the state of the driver and other oc-

cupants could be useful for the dispatch of emergency

services to the accident scene.

51.2.3 Communication

Communication technologies enable interesting in-

telligent vehicles applications. Allowing vehicles to

communicate with each other and with the highway

offers the possible to create vast improvements in the

safety and efficiency of the road system. Applications

include intersection collision avoidance, emergency

braking, and sharing of road and traffic condition in-

formation.

The basic communication modes are distinguished

as

• vehicle to/from roadside infrastructure

• vehicle to vehicle

Dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) have

been set up to from the vehicle to infrastructure commu-

nications to support traveler information, commercial

applications (toll/parking fee collection, in-vehicle ad-

vertising), and safety applications (intersection collision

avoidance, approaching emergency vehicle warning,

rollover warning) [51.14].

DSRC is a wireless protocol specifically designed

for intelligent transportation systems. It is a subset of

RFID technology, working in the 5.9GHz band (US)

or 5.8GHz band (Japan and Europe). It is generally

implemented with a dedicated protocol, uses short mes-

sages, and works in direct line of sight over short ranges

(200–300m).

For vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, a com-

munication protocol architecture is currently being spec-

ified by the ISO [51.15], in the technical committee 204

working group 16 [51.16]. This protocol architecture

is known as continuous air interface long and medium

range (CALM) [51.17] and is being implemented in

Europe under the cooperative vehicle infrastructure sys-

tems (CVIS) integrated project [51.18]. CALM is based

on IPv6 protocols developed by the Internet engineer-

ing task force (IETF) [51.19] , particularly the network

mobility (NEMO) protocol, which allows sessions to

be maintained between an in-vehicle Internet proto-

col (IP) network and the Internet backbone using any

type of available media (3G, general packet radio ser-

vice (GPRS),Wi-Fi, WiMax, M5, DSRC, satellite, etc.).

For vehicle-to-vehicle applications, systems that support

ad hoc networking are still in early stages. A vehicular

ad hoc network (VANET) is a form of mobile ad hoc

network (MANET) to provide communications among

nearby vehicles and between vehicles and nearby fixed

infrastructure equipment using direct and multi-hop in-

tervehicular communication.Most of the research issues

of concern to MANETs are of interest in VANETs, but

the details differ. Rather thanmoving at random, vehicles

tend to move in an organized fashion. The interactions

with roadside equipment can likewise be characterized

fairly accurately, and most vehicles are restricted in their

range of motion, for example, by being constrained to

follow a highway. The major work in this area is being

supported by a series of workshops organized byAssoci-

ation of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest

Group on Management of Data (SIGMOD) [51.20].

Interaction between NEMO and the MANET or

VANET is also under investigation but is not yet of-

ficially dealt with by any standardization body.

51.2.4 Digital Maps and Satellite Data

Combining GPS with stored digital maps creates a wide

variety of intelligent vehicle applications [51.21]. Map

data can greatly assist in the problem of road scene inter-

pretation, map data can improve lane detection quality,

help deal with the problems when sensors such as cam-

eras do notwork, e.g., in sunlight at dusk or dawn.Digital

maps are widely used in commercial navigation systems

for route guidance [51.22]. Such systems will be im-

proved if real-time updating of the map occurred from

traffic information [51.23]. Additional functionalities

to be added include curve approach warnings [51.24],

curve speed control [51.25], traffic sign information, and

speed limit information [51.26].
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Intelligent Vehicles 51.3 Road Scene Understanding 1181

51.3 Road Scene Understanding

Perception plays a key role in any robotic applica-

tion. In the case of intelligent vehicles, the perception

task is referred to as road scene understanding. It in-

volves using different sensors (described in Sect. 51.2.1)

combined with automatic reasoning, in order to create

a synthetic representation of the environment around

the vehicle. The knowledge base accumulated by this

task is then used either to issue warnings to the

driver in the case of advanced driving assistance sys-

tems (ADAS) or to control vehicle actuators in the

case of complete autonomous driving. A complete and

precise description of the state of surrounding envi-

ronment is the key factor that allows the reduction

of the number of false and missed alarms and pro-

vides the basis for smooth automatic driving. Needless

to say, the perception of an outdoor environment –

even if partially structured – is a challenging prob-

lem not only due to the intrinsic complexity of the

driving environment itself, but also due to the impos-

sibility of controlling many environmental parameters.

Figure 51.5 shows examples of day/night, sun/streetlight

illumination, temperature, poor visibility, rain/snow, and

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

Fig. 51.5a–e Typical range of road scenes that intelligent

vehicles must handle

differentmeteorological conditions, which in general are

impossible to control and have to be faced by sensing

devices.

The research community is addressing the issue of

providing vehicles with robust and precise perception

of the state of the environment from two differ-

ent perspectives. One approach is to provide vehicles

with ever-increasing sensing capabilities and processing

power aimed at the provision of powerful onboard in-

telligent systems; Daimler-Chrysler is a world leader in

this area [51.27]. An alternative approach is to use road

infrastructure as an active component capable of com-

municating with all vehicles and sharing information on

road conditions in real time [51.28]. Indeed these two

perspectives can also be merged to provide a mixed

solution to safely control a vehicle and in dynamic

environments [51.28].

The task of road scene understanding may be ad-

dressed differently, depending on the availability of an

intelligent infrastructure and on other players exhibit-

ing cooperative behavior. The task of understanding the

state of the environment can be simplified through the

availability of information coming from other sources,

thereby limiting the need to perform a robust and com-

plete sensing onboard each vehicle. Helpful information

could come from the infrastructure itself (for example,

road conditions and geometry, number of lanes, visibil-

ity, road signs, or even real-time information such as

traffic-light status or traffic conditions) or other players

(such as the presence of the vehicle with precise posi-

tion, speed, and direction). The players may also carry

real-time information gathered by and shared with other

players.

Although research is currently focussed on both in-

telligent vehicles and intelligent infrastructures, the first

generation of production intelligent vehicles will have to

rely primarily on their own sensing capabilities since the

availability of information coming from other sources

such as the infrastructure and other vehicles will take

a while to be deployed in real-world situations. In fact, in

order to be of practical use, intelligent roads must cover

a large proportion of a country, and simultaneously co-

operative intelligent vehicles must also be sufficiently

widespread. It is important to note that the investment in

intelligent infrastructures and intelligent vehicles comes

from different sources: mainly from governmental in-

stitutions for the former, and vehicles owners for the

latter.
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The information that is owned by the infrastructure

itself and that could be made available to the vehicles

includes

• precise geometry of the lane/road

• road signs

• status of traffic lights

On the other hand, the infrastructure can also assess

and deliver real-time data such as

• road conditions

• visibility

• traffic conditions

Another important piece of information that needs

to be gathered by intelligent vehicles is the presence of

other road players, such as

• vehicles

• vulnerable road users (pedestrians, motorcycles, bi-

cycles)

Although it could be assumed that sometime in the

future all vehicles will be equipped with active systems

that allow them to be safely avoided by other vehicles,

it is quite improbable that pedestrians and bicycles will

have similar equipments: their presence will need to be

detected using onboard sensors only. The same consid-

eration also applies to obstacles that may unexpectedly

be found on the road, or to temporary situations such

as roadworks: if a vehicle needs to cope with the unex-

pected, then it needs to have the capability to assess the

situation in real time with its own sensors.

This is why onboard sensing is of paramount

importance for future transportation systems; vehicle-to-

vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications

may help and improve the sensing, but a complete sen-

sor suite must also be installed on our future vehicles.

The main challenges in road environment sensing are

examined below.

51.3.1 Road/Lane Tracking

Many vehicles prototypes have been equipped with lane

detection and tracking systems, starting from the very

first implementations in the early 1980s [51.1–3]. In-

deed in this case computer vision plays a basic role;

although generally the road can also be detected with

laser scanners [51.11], the only generic technology able

to detect lane geometry and lanemarkingswith high pre-

cision is computer vision.Most lane tracking approaches

have focused on detecting lane markings and exploiting

structure in the environment, such as the parallelism of

Fig. 51.6 Lane detection

the left and right lane markings, the invariance of road

width, or the widely used flat-road assumption. These

assumptions were mainly used to overcome the prob-

lem of having a single camera (a choice driven by cost).

Some systems use stereo vision to detect lane markings

and are able to work without such constraints. The prob-

lem of lane tracking in highway situations is basically

a solved problem – with commercial systems being de-

ployed in passenger and commercial vehicles [51.29].

An example of the typical output of a commercial lane

tracker is shown in Fig. 51.6.

However, such systems cannot guarantee that lane

detection systems will work with 100% reliability; these

systems typically work with 95–99% reliability. There-

fore, lane tracking systems are only being used in lane

departure warning systems since no failures can be

tolerated for autonomous driving. Efforts are under-

way to develop algorithms that will tolerate a variety

of driving conditions, and push the 100% reliability

boundary [51.30].

51.3.2 Road Sign Detection

Another fairly straightforward use of computer vision

is road sign detection and understanding. Road signage

is deliberately structured to aid human drivers. Road

signs use a set of well-defined shapes, colors, and pat-

terns. The signs are placed at consistent heights and

positions in relation to the road. Therefore reading road

signs is an achievable task for computer vision. De-

tection is done using a collection of shape and/or color

detection schemes [51.31,32]. After the detection and lo-

calization phase, recognition takes place. Normally this

task is performed by pattern-matching techniques such

as image cross-correlation, neural networks, or support

vector machines since the possible set of road signs is

limited and well defined. Figure 51.7 illustrates the con-
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Fig. 51.7 Road sign detection for speedwarning application

cept of a speeding warning system based on speed sign

detection. The challenge for research work in this area

lies in the robustness of detection and the reliability of

classification of signs. Most automotive companies have

systems under development, e.g., Siemens [51.33].

51.3.3 Traffic-Light Detection

Color and pattern matching are also the key techniques

used for the detection of traffic lights [51.34]. Although

the detection of traffic lights is not overly complex, this

application hides one further aspect that makes vehicu-

lar applications difficult: besides the correct localization

and recognition of a signal, special care has to be taken

in checking the signal position and orientation on the

road/lane since that signal may not be addressed to the

current vehicle. This is particularly true in downtown

intersections at which many traffic lights are visible at

the same time; in this case the vehicle must have the ca-

pability to select the correct traffic signal that must be

obeyed. Some experiments have been undertaken with

active traffic signals, able to emit the status of the traffic

light using radiofrequencies [51.35]. This involves ad-

ditional infrastructure; at this stage vision seems to be

the only simple viable solution.

51.3.4 Visibility Assessment

One of the key challenges is detection of fog. The

meteorological visibility distance is defined by the

International Commission on Illumination (CIE) as the

distance beyond which a black object of an appropri-

ate size is perceived with a contrast of less than 5%.

Different techniques for measuring this parameter –

and thus detect foggy conditions – have been imple-

mented [51.36]. Although many of the methods use

vision, there are also efficient alternatives – generally

used in fixed locations such as airports and traffic-

monitoring stations – based on the use of multiple

scattering lidars. The main challenge of using vision

to estimate visibility is that a moving vehicle generally

cannot rely on a specific reference point/object/signal at

a specific distance.

51.3.5 Vehicle Detection

The detection of vehicles has been addressed using

a large variety of sensor technologies, ranging from

vision to lidars, from radars to sonars.

Despite being different in shape and color, vehicles

share the same characteristics and feature a large size

and reflective material. The position of vehicles is pre-

dictable once a rough indication of the road/lane position

is available. Vehicles, in fact, can be successfully de-

tected by many different sensors independently [51.37–

39]. Figure 51.8 shows a vision-based vehicle detection

system.

Nevertheless, although the solution to this prob-

lem seems straightforward, each sensor has its own

domain of application and its own challenges. Vision

is generally powerful, but may fail in low visibility and

bad-illumination scenarios (night or tunnels) or in heavy

traffic conditions when vehicles may occlude each other.

Vision in the infrared domain (thermal imaging) is able

to detect vehicles with a high confidence since vehicle

tires and mufflers generally exhibit high temperatures

and are therefore easily detected in the image. However,

parked vehicles, trailers, and even vehicles which have

just started to move are colder than running vehicles

and therefore less visible. Lidars are generally robust,

but have decreased sensitivity in adverse weather condi-

108m
29km/h

39m
34km/h

91m
–2km/h

Fig. 51.8 Vehicle detection – lane and range position
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tions. Radars, while cheap, can suffer from bias in lateral

measurements due to the presence of other nearby re-

flecting objects. Finally sonars are applicable only for

very short distances. The research challenge is to imple-

ment multisensor fusion robustly. A common approach

is to fuse vision with radar [51.40].

51.3.6 Pedestrian Detection

The detection of vulnerable road users (pedestrians and

bicycles) is one of the most difficult tasks for intelligent

vehicles. The appearance of a pedestrian is challeng-

ing: a pedestrian shape can change greatly within a few

tens of milliseconds, there are no clear invariants in

color, texture, or size, and no assumptions can be

made about posture, speed, or the visibility of parts of

the human body such as the head. Machine learning

methods have been successfully applied to this prob-

lem [51.11, 27, 31, 41]. Greater reliability and reduction

in false alarms have been achieved through the incorpo-

ration of stereo vision [51.42]. However, the detection

of vulnerable road users is one of the most relevant

research topics worldwide since a great number of ben-

efits – including insurance reductions – may be achieved

once a fully functional pedestrian detector is available

on cars. Countermeasures may be activated to reduce

the consequences of vehicle–pedestrian accidents, such

as the firing of external airbags or the opening of the

hood to lessen the impact of a head-on collision. Cur-

rently, with all possible technologies under evaluation,

no solution seems to offer reliable detection in every

scenario: radars are not able to detect pedestrians reli-

ably in crowded scenarios, while vision has the many

drawbacks listed above. Even thermal imaging, which –

although still very expensive – is generally believed to

be one of the most promising technologies, fails in some

situations, such as hot summer days and, in general, in

high-temperature environments.

51.4 Advanced Driver Assistance

Given the legal liabilities and technical challenges of

achieving 100% reliability for autonomous intelligent

vehicles, it appears likely that motor vehicles will have

pieces of autonomous functionality added progressively

and that cars will eventually evolve into autonomous

robots. The perception techniques described earlier can

be used in a variety of ways to make driving safer,

more efficient, and less demanding. Individual percep-

tion techniques, or combinations of sensing modes,

are being used to provide warnings to drivers of dan-

gerous situations. These warnings are being used to

prevent collisions in a variety of situations, such as

when backing up, when leaving a roadway, into rear

ends, on lane changing/merging, with pedestrians, and

at intersections.

Developing a collision warning system requires

many steps beyond building the perception system. For

a typical example, roadway departure warning, the steps

followed in a program initiated by the US National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration include:

1. Statistical studies: In the United States, crashes in-

volving a single vehicle leaving the roadway are

relatively rare, but disproportionately dangerous; ap-

proximately 40% of the 40 000 fatal crashes per year

in the US are single-vehicle crashes where the ve-

hicle leaves the roadway. The first part of the study

looked at the prevalence of those crashes, and de-

termined that this would be a good type of crash to

prevent.

2. Causal factors: The second step was to determine the

causes of those crashes. Most run-off-road crashes

are due to driver factors such as excessive speed,

inattention, or loss of control. This is an important

observation, because it means that alerting the driver,

or warning of difficult situations, could prevent those

incidents. For the fraction of crashes caused by

mechanical failure a warning system would not be

useful; in this type of crash, mechanical failure is

involved in less than 5% of the crashes.

3. Opportunities for intervention: This part of the study

set out to determine whether a warning system could

be effective, and, if so, how far in advance the warn-

ing would have to be given. Given typical road

departure trajectories, typical widths of roads and

shoulders, and the range of potential steering re-

sponses, this task generated requirements for how

accurately the system would have to track vehicle

trajectory in order to predict a roadway departure.

4. Human factors: Since the system being designed is

a warning system, rather than an active control, it is

crucial to understand what kinds of warning a driver

(who may be distracted or sleepy) would respond

to, and how quickly and accurately the response will
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be. Reaction times vary widely across individuals:

using one second for reaction time is a fairly standard

estimate.

5. Simulator studies: A driving simulator is like an air-

craft flight simulator for cars or trucks, with a variety

of simulated roads and conditions. Simulator studies

were used to test driver response to warnings: dir-

ectional or nondirectional audio warnings, steering

wheel shakes, and combinations. A nondirectional

audio cue worked best.

6. System specification development: Based on the pre-

ceding steps, in order for a system to be useful, it

needs to work at day and night, in almost all weather

conditions, needs to measure vehicle speed, lateral

position relative to the road, lateral heading, and

roadway curvature, and predict future vehicle trajec-

tories long enough in advance to trigger a warning

alarm.

7. Perception and system development: Given those

specifications, there are several ways that a percep-

tion system could be built to sense the road and the

vehicle’s trajectory relative to the road. For this par-

ticular test, a lane keeping system – rapidly adapting

lane position handler (RALPH) was developed and

tuned [51.43].

8. Limited tests: The entire system – sensors, process-

ing, driver interface – was built and tested with

a limited number of volunteers, and the system tuned

and validated.

9. Full-scale operational tests: The system was de-

ployed in test fleets, including long-haul trucks and

passenger cars.

51.4.1 Collision Avoidance and Mitigation

The complete cycle from the idea of using perception to

prevent crashes, to full system development, took over

10 years in this case. The pure robotics part of the sys-

tem is a crucial element, but is only one piece of the

development needed to make a useful product. Some

active control has already been assumed by today’s ve-

hicles.Antilock brakes have been on themarket formany

years. Traction control systems which control throttle to

stopwheel spin are being introduced. Electronic stability

control systems take this the next step further, controlling

throttle and individual wheel brakes to help in cornering

performance. So, gradually, people are willing to cede

some control to very reliable automated systems. We

can expect this trend to continue.

Each collision warning type has its own list of

specific development challenges, as described below.

Backup Collisions
The sensing challenge is to see relatively small ob-

jects, such as fence posts or children’s toys, while not

picking up false alarms from pavement joints or leaves

and debris. The sensors used in today’s commercial ve-

hicles are piezoelectric ultrasonic sensors, which are

inexpensive [51.9]. However, ultrasonic sensors have

well-known limitations. The challenge of developing

low-cost, accurate, reliable sensors remains.

Rear-End Collisions
These are among the most difficult collisions to prevent,

with the most challenging sensing conditions. Rear-

end collisions often happen at high speeds, requiring

long-distance sensing of other vehicles (up to 100m at

US highway speeds, much longer at the high speeds

found on some European roads or for the longer brak-

ing distances needed for heavy trucks). That in itself is

not too demanding a challenge: the sensed objects in

this case are relatively large and have high metal com-

ponents, so radar and lidar are both feasible sensing

modes. The biggest range-sensing challenge is sorting

out true targets (slow or stopped vehicles) from false

targets (overhead signs or bridges, and side lobes from

strong reflectors on the side of the road). It is also

important to determine if the sensed vehicle is in the

same lane as the smart car, or a different lane. Sens-

ing lane markings at such a large distance is a very

difficult challenge; merging lane sensing (often done

by vision) with obstacle sensing (by a different sen-

sor) and registering the two to within the resolution

of a lane is a daunting task. This technology remains

under development through industry and government

programs [51.44].

Lane-Change/Merge Collisions
In the simplest case, the countermeasure to this kind of

collision involves short-range sensing to cover the blind

spots on the rear corners of a vehicle, where it is difficult

to see with mirrors. For passenger cars, this area is quite

small, and can be covered with a single sonar or radar.

Often, the user interface is a warning light placed in the

rear-view mirrors [51.45]; this reinforces good driver

behavior of checkingmirrors before changing lanes. The

sensing challenge for heavy trucks or transit buses is the

same as for cars, except that the area not visible in planar

mirrors can be much larger. Figure 51.9 shows examples

of blind-spot detection for cars and heavy vehicles.

The usual solution is a row of sensors along the side

of the vehicle, although scanning lidars or panoramic

vision are also used in some experimental applica-
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Blind spot

Fig. 51.9 Blind-spot detection

tions [51.46]. The further complication for lane-change

warnings is in high-speed driving, where it is important

to look not just adjacent to the vehicle but a long way

to the rear, to find overtaking vehicles with high rela-

tive speeds. Recently a commercial product has been

brought to market [51.47].

Pedestrian Collisions
Pedestrians are particularly important to detect, because

pedestrians are muchmore vulnerable than people in ve-

hicles; as discussed earlier they are also unfortunately

relatively difficult to detect and very hard to predict. Just

detecting a pedestrian is not sufficient. In transit oper-

ations, for instance, a bus operates close to pedestrians

much of the time. To do meaningful collision warning, it

is important to detect the pedestrian, detect their current

path, look for cues such as crosswalks or curb edges

that modify the probability of the pedestrian’s trajec-

tory, and match all of these factors with the predicted

trajectory of the vehicle. It is crucial to tune the warning

system to produce few false alarms while not missing

real alarms. A particularly dangerous situation is pedes-

trians slipping and falling underneath a bus: these are

very dangerous situations, but very difficult to detect in

time to warn the driver. For these reasons, automotive

manufacturers have worked on products such as night

vision to enhance driver perception [51.48].

Intersection Collisions
Intersection collisions are particularly difficult to pre-

vent because they often involve challenging sensing

scenarios. Many of these collisions involve occluded

vision, with lines of sight blocked either by large ve-

hicles or by adjacent buildings. They also often involve

high closing rates from oblique angles, making it neces-

sary to see a long distance with a very wide field of view.

The solution usually proposed is to add intelligence to

the infrastructure, either in fixed sensing (such as radars

looking down each approaching road) or in some kind of

radio relay that takes data from approaching smart cars

and passes it to other approaching vehicles. None of

these solutions is particularly attractive: the large num-

ber of intersections makes it difficult to envision any

universal solution.

Other Obstacle Collisions
Vehicles have collisions with many things other than

other vehicles and pedestrians: animals (deer, dogs,

cats), car parts (tire carcasses, rusted-out exhaust sys-

tems), cargo that falls off of trucks, construction debris,

etc. Warning drivers about these kinds of objects on the

roadway is a challenging task. A piece of construction

timber on the roadwaymay be large enough to do signif-

icant damage to a car, but be small enough to be difficult

to see, and be invisible to radar. Some interesting work

has been donewith high-resolution stereo vision [51.49],

with polarimetric radar [51.50], andwith high-resolution

scanning laser range-finders [51.51]. However, in gen-

eral this remains a difficult problem.

Other Actions
Besides warning the driver, there are other actions that

an intelligent vehicle can take short of assuming control.

If a collision is inevitable, particularly from the side of

the vehiclewhere there is limited crush space, the system

can brake and deploy airbags even before physical con-

tact. Of course, such a system would have to be nearly

100% reliable. More simply, if the system senses an im-

minent front collision, it can preload the power brakes,

saving fractions of a second in brake reaction time. The

driver must still actuate the brakes, but the onset of

hard braking can be much quicker. At 100 km/h, a 0.1 s

saving in braking actuation saves approximately 3m of
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stopping distance, which can be the difference between

a severe rear-end collision and a much lighter crash.

Such systems are being introduced into the high-end

market by all the major automotive manufacturers.

Collision Avoidance
The next step beyond emergency braking is an auto-

mated system. Such systems have several advantages

over a human driver: much quicker reaction times, ac-

cess to sensors such as individual wheel speeds and

slips plus external sensors such as radars or lidars, ac-

cess to individual brake controls and other controls, and

so forth. So, if the system had ideal situational aware-

ness, it could in many cases do a better job of avoiding

a collision than a human could. This is still a very dif-

ficult area for implementation, however. First of all, the

human has access to higher-level knowledge: the driver

may be watching the behaviors of other cars, may make

eye contact with pedestrians or drivers, may be watch-

ing a policeman directing traffic, etc. So it may be that

a manoeuvre that, to the system, looks like the best way

to prevent the collision, is actually the wrong action to

take. Secondly, in most countries, as soon as the vehicle

takes control there is a shift in the liability for any result-

ing crash from the driver to the manufacturer. So there is

a great reluctance to take active control. An alternative

approach recently developed is to observe the environ-

ment state with lidar, and monitor the dynamic vehicle

state to determine whether the accident is unavoidable.

If the driver can no longer take corrective action, that

is, brake or turn away safely, then emergency braking

occurs [51.11].

For now, however, active collision avoidance re-

mains a research area, with significant questions of

reliability, human factors, and liability.

Combining perception with control gives partial au-

tomation for specific tasks, such as adaptive cruise

control, lane keeping, assisted parking, and slow driving

in stop-and-go situations.

51.4.2 Adaptive Cruise Control

Adaptive cruise control (ACC) is the logical extension

of standard cruise control to also include keeping a safe

distance from the preceding vehicle. If there are no ve-

hicles in front of the smart car, it follows a set speed, as

with standard cruise control. If a slower-moving vehicle

is in front, an ACC-equipped car will sense the vehicle

using radar or lidar, and slow to maintain a safe distance

(typically set to a 1.5–2 s following gap). Figure 51.10

shows an illustration of the ACC concept. The sensing
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Fig. 51.10 Advanced cruise control (ACC)

challenge for ACC is much easier than the challenge of

rear-end collision countermeasures, since ACC systems

are only designed to deal with other moving vehicles.

The biggest sensing difficulty for rear-end collision

countermeasures is separating stopped vehicles on the

road from objects off the road; for ACC this difficulty

is bypassed by ignoring all stopped objects. Moving ob-

jects are classified as in-lane or out-of-lane based on

a number of heuristics. Often, the smart car’s own steer-

ing radius is used as an estimate of the road curvature

ahead, in order to determine whether vehicles ahead are

in the same lane. Since the systems are explicitly sold

as convenience instead of safety systems, they only need

to deal with normal situations with relatively low dif-

ferences in velocity, and they leave the more difficult

situations up to the human driver. The human is still

alert, controlling the steering, and watching the traffic.

These systems are being introduced by all the major car

manufacturers.

51.4.3 Stop and Go

Stop-and-Go driving assistance (also referred to as low-

speed ACC) is at the opposite end of the speed spectrum,

when vehicles are creeping along in dense traffic. At

slow speeds, it is easy to track the vehicle ahead, and

to move when it moves, steer when it steers, and stop

when it stops. If the traffic accelerates to a modest speed,

the stop-and-go system disengages, and the human must

assume control of the throttle, brake, and steering. Since

the speeds are very slow and the distances are short,

many different sensing systems will work such as stereo

vision, radar, and lidar [51.52, 53].

51.4.4 Parking Assist

Parking assistance is also a low-speed aid. In a typi-

cal scenario, the driver initiates the system by pushing
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Fig. 51.11 Parking assistance

a button when driving past an empty parking space. The

systemmeasures the length of the space using odometry,

measures the positions of the cars in front and in back

using short-range sensors, and infers the position of the

curb by assuming that the surrounding cars are standard-

sized cars parked near the curb [51.54]. Figure 51.11

illustrates parking assistance.

Once the system is fully engaged, it takes over

steering, planning and executing the ideal parallel park

steering sequence. In some systems, the human is still

responsible for throttle and brake, again insuring that the

human is alert, watching for encroaching pedestrians or

other obstacles. Such a system has been introduced by

Toyota [51.55].

51.4.5 Lane Keeping

Lane keeping assistance is the natural extension to road

departure warning systems. Given a lane tracking sys-

tem, it is straightforward to add control of the steering

wheel to keep the vehicle centered in its lane [51.1–3].

This has a number of uses. Some cities would like to

run transit buses on narrow roadways, for instance the

shoulder of highways or through narrow streets in old

cities. Automated lane keeping systems using mech-

anical guideways are in use in several places [51.56].

It is easier and less expensive if such systems can

be electronic rather than relying on specially installed

mechanical guides. A specific subcategory is precision

docking: for a transit bus to pick up a passenger in

Fig. 51.12 Lane changing – side detection

a wheel chair, either the bus must deploy a special ramp

(which is a slow process), or it must pull up to a level

dock and leave a very small gap, so that the wheel chair

can safely roll on or off. Short-range precision docking

systems use either a downward-looking sensor, looking

at painted lines or magnetic markers, or a sideways sen-

sor looking at the curb or dock, in order to guide the bus

to its parking spot. Finally lane-keeping assistance is

a convenience for driving on highways, especially with

gustywinds. Honda has released a vehicle equippedwith

both lane-keeping assistance and ACC [51.57]. The dan-

ger with such systems is that the driver no longer has

an active moment-to-moment role, and may lose con-

centration or even fall asleep. These systems are not

designed for full automation, and still require a driver to

handle unusual circumstances. The next stage is to inte-

grate driver state monitoring. If the driver is inattentive

then all automatic systems are disengaged.

51.4.6 Lane Changing

Lane changing assistance is the next extension in par-

tial autonomy. It combines lane keeping and ACC with

blind-spot monitoring. If the car can safely overtake

a vehicle, then a lane change is undertaken and speed

is unchanged. Otherwise, the ACC slows the vehicle

down. At its simplest such a driver assistance sys-

tem can advise a driver whether a lane change can be

safely undertaken [51.58]. In its most advanced form

the lane change is undertaken completely automati-

cally by the vehicle [51.1]. Such systems require an

additional side-facing sensor, typically radar (shown in

Fig. 51.12)

51.5 Driver Monitoring

There has been an evolution of thought regarding the

role of the driver in intelligent vehicles. The grand goal

has been to replace the driver with a fully automated

system. As discussed earlier, full automation of intel-
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ligent vehicles is still some years away due to system

reliability and legal liability reasons. The next step in the

development of the motor vehicles is partial automation

– where individual autonomous functions such as ACC,

lane keeping, lane changing etc. are developed. Motor

vehicle designers have realized that the driver cannot be

removed from the vehicle, andmust instead be supported

by systems onboard a motor vehicle. Over 92% of mo-

tor vehicle accidents are caused by driver error [51.59].

It is likely that the next generation of intelligent vehicles

will work in the following way.

1. The vehicle will monitor the road scene using

advanced driver assistance system technologies dis-

cussed earlier to assess the state of the environment

and warn the driver of dangerous situations, e.g.,

lane departure warnings.

2. The vehicle will also monitor the driver using vision

sensors to assess the state of the driver. If a driver

is fatigued, drowsy, inattentive, distracted or under

the influence of drugs then accidents can occur. The

vehiclewarns the driver of dangerous circumstances,

e.g., drowsiness warning.

3. For legal liability reasons intelligent vehicles will

not take control, rather the driver will be alerted

using visual, audio, or tactile warnings. The vehicle

will not perform collision avoidance; rather collision

mitigation will occur through emergency braking.

4. If an accident is unavoidable the vehicle can au-

tonomously apply emergency braking. To maximize

the safety of the occupants in the vehicle, seat-

belt restraints are tightened and airbags are safely

deployed.

5. After an accident has occurred knowing the state of

the driver and the passengers is important. If an occu-

pant has been injured a call to the emergency services

can be dispatched automatically by the vehicle.

In all the steps described abovemonitoring the driver

is critical. For future advanced driver assistance sys-

tems (ADAS) to work safely the driver should be put

in the loop, for example, in a lane departure warning

systems, it is not possible to determine whether a ve-

hicle departing from a lane due to cause by driver

intention or error. If the state of the driver is being

monitored, and the system can detect that the driver’s

eyes are closed or the driver is looking away from

the road, then it can be inferred that the lane depar-

ture was involuntary and that a lane departure warning

should be given to the driver. For ADAS to be ac-

cepted by drivers the systems should not give false

warnings. If the driver is looking directly at the road

then lane departure warnings should not be given (or

a different subtle warning should be given). Similarly

more sophisticated systems such as lane keeping should

not be engaged unless the driver is fully attentive and

has their hands firmly on the steering wheel. The key

point is that drivers must be fully engaged with and

in control of the driving task. This is a most impor-

tant consideration in the design of ADAS for intelligent

vehicles.

Combining perception with control gives partial au-

tomation for specific tasks, such as adaptive cruise

control, lane keeping, assisted parking, and slow driving

in stop-and-go situations.

51.5.1 Driver Fatigue, Inattention,
and Impairment

By directly monitoring the driver using visual sensing

opens up the possibility of developing a new class of

ADAS applications. It is possible to monitor driver state

through monitoring signals such as an electrocardio-

gram (ECG), temperature etc. However, market studies

by automobile manufacturers have shown that people

do not like any wires, or gadgets attached; driver mon-

itoring must be noncontact and noninvasive. The only

solution is to use vision as the sensing medium. The

technical challenge to develop a computer vision sys-

tem that can automatically detect a driver of any age, sex,

race, with/without eye or sunglasses, and with/without

facial hair is enormous. Recently significant progress

has been made with systems being developed that can

also detect where a person is looking (gaze direc-

tion) [51.13].

Once the driver’s state (head position, eye gaze, eye

blink rate) can be measured then ADAS applications

Fig. 51.13 Driver state detection
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can be developed. Figure 51.13 shows the output of

a commercial driver state detection system.

Driver Impairment
Safety authorities estimate that as many as 50% of all

road accident fatalities are caused by driver impairment

due to alcohol or drugs [51.60]. Recent research has

shown that driver impairment can be detected by sensing

abnormal scanning patterns of eye gaze. It promises to

open up a new class ofADAS. There have beenmajor ed-

ucation and legislative initiatives in many Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

countries, resulting in a significant reduction in road fa-

talities. However, the difficult cases (fatigue, distraction,

and inattention) have become more prominent. ADAS

technologies could have a significant impact in further

reducing the road toll.

Driver Fatigue
Safety authorities estimate that 25–30%of all road fatali-

ties are caused by driver fatigue [51.61,62]. Research has

shown that there are four visible factors that indicate the

onset of fatigue – prolonged eye closure, uncontrolled

head moments, drooping eyelids, and reduced eye-gaze

scanning. Systems are under development that focus

only on eye closure [51.63]; the challenge of fusing all

four factors together into a robust algorithm that works

for a wide range of drivers remains an open research

problem.

Driver Inattention
Safety authorities estimate that up to 45% of all traf-

fic accidents – from minor dents to serious incidents –

are caused by driver inattention or distraction [51.64].

Research has shown that if the drivers consistently keep

their eyes on the road then driving becomes a much safer

experience [51.65]. All major automotivemanufacturers

are developing ADAS applications that warn the driver

if they are distracted from the driving task. More sophis-

ticated ADAS under development use the driver’s gaze

direction to check whether safe driving practices are be-

ing followed, for example, did the driver check the side

mirror before a lane change was performed? If the driver

fails to check the side mirror a warning would be issued.

Driver Workload
The increase in new electronic systems and gadgets

that are being installed into today’s motor vehicles

is also another source of distraction. Questions arise

about when and under circumstances should a driver

change a compact disc (CD) or answer a phone call. Re-

search is underway into the development of workload

systems. These systems take into account the vehicle

state (speed, acceleration, braking, gear-change yaw

rate etc.) to determine whether informationmanagement

tasks such as answering a phone call, sending a short

message service (SMS) message are allowed [51.65].

The next stage of research is to include sate infor-

mation about the road scene and the driver. If the

car is driving on a country road, and the driver is

attentive then distractive tasks could be allowed and

managed.

51.5.2 Driver and Passenger Protection

The automotive industry is moving towards the use of

active safety systems such as airbags to complement pas-

sive systems such as seatbelts. ADAS will play a critical

role in active safety systems. In emergency braking or

impending rear-end collision situations, seatbelts can be

pretensioned and airbags primed. Drivers and passen-

gers could be further protected through the development

of smart airbags [51.66]. Airbags, while considered to

be an essential part of a modern car, can cause fatali-

ties if the occupant is too close to the airbag, is a child,

or is not wearing a seatbelt. Smart airbags deploy that

are dependent on the position of the vehicle occupant’s

head. The driver statemonitoring technologies discussed

earlier are an essential component of smart airbags.

51.5.3 Emergency Assistance

The speed at which people are given treatment after

a serious accident is critically related to the survival

rate of victims. While it is expected that ADAS will

lead to a reduction in road accidents, it will not elimi-

nate accidents. Therefore it is important that automated

systems for emergency situations are developed. Sys-

tems that use GPS, vehicle state information, andmobile

communication systems have been developed that send

the world coordinates of the vehicle to emergency au-

thorities after an accident [51.67]. This information

can be augmented by using driver monitoring tech-

nology to assess the condition of the occupants of

the vehicle. Such types of system are currently being

researched.
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51.6 Automated Vehicles

Intelligent vehicles that are fully autonomous can be

justified for safety, traffic congestion, and environmental

considerations.

51.6.1 Operating Safely

The first problem is safety. As stated earlier, automo-

bile accidents are one of the main causes of human

fatalities – on a staggering scale. This is a catastro-

phe of larger magnitude than all armed conflicts since

the beginning of mankind. The most economically ad-

vanced countries (the OECD) have been able to reduce

the number of fatalities significantly through improved

technology in vehicles – improved handling, braking and

passive safety. Transport infrastructure has been greatly

improved; modern freeways are ten times safer than

regular roads [51.68]. However, these improvements ap-

pear to be reaching a limit in terms of the number of

deaths per million passengers-kilometers, particularly

in industrialized countries.

As discussed earlier, motor vehicles are inherently

dangerous due to their reliance on human control. Slight

errors at high speeds can have catastrophic results. As

discussed earlier the most common cause is driver dis-

traction, which leads to improper reaction times or

driving actions. Human error also frequently occurs

while handling emergency situations. A large percent-

age of driverswill take improper action in such situations

and produce an accident that could have been avoided

by a skilled and attentive driver [51.68]. The best so-

lution to these problems is to remove the driver from

the control loop. As discussed earlier the interim step is

to assist the driver to warn him/her in case of potential

danger (e.g., in the case of excessive speed before a dan-

gerous bend or when a car is present in the blind spot

while changing lane), or to take over control in emer-

gency situations (e.g., emergency braking in the case of

impending collision). For legal liability reasons, until it

can be shown that autonomous systems have high in-

tegrity and reliability, people must be kept in the loop –

in a supervisory capacity.

51.6.2 Traffic Congestion

The success of the automobile also leads to the satura-

tion of the road infrastructure, particular in cities. Each

car needs a certain amount of space in order to oper-

ate safely. The usual width of roads is 3.5m in order

to accommodate steering imprecision, while vehicles

are about 2m in width. Spacing between vehicles also

has to be kept at a safe minimum to prevent collisions

during deceleration (this principally depends on driver

reaction time). It is usually recommended that the spac-

ing should correspond to a time gap of at least 1.5 s. This

spacing leads to a maximum throughput of about 2200

cars per hour per lane, independent of traffic speed. This

is not high if we consider that a suburban train can carry

about 60 000 passengers per hour on an infrastructure of

similar dimensions. Furthermore, high-density car traf-

fic of greater than 2200 cars leads to a breakdown in

traffic flow (stop-and-go traffic) and to increased like-

lihood of accidents, which can drastically decrease the

overall capacity of system. The solution to this problem

also lies in the removal of the driver from the control

loop to improve lateral guidance (reduction of the width

of lanes) and longitudinal control (with possible time

gaps of around 0.3 s, independent of the speed) while

maintaining traffic safety. Such techniques of automated

driving could multiply the throughput of road infras-

tructure by a factor of five. This was demonstrated in

particular by the work performed in the advanced high-

way systems (AHS) project in the United States, which

led to the demonstration of seven-car platoons running

at speeds up to 130 km/h on a dedicated freeway in San

Diego with gaps of about 0.5 s [51.69].

Another congestion problem is associatedwith park-

ing. Every individual vehicle is only used for a small

percentage of its total usable life. Most of the time,

motor vehicles occupy space very unproductively. Typ-

ically, a car requires about 10m2 of space. Usually,

parking occurs at the curbside – a space that is very

limited in large cities and cannot accommodate all the

cars of residents and visitors. In parking lots, each car

will need four times this amount in order to have ac-

cess to each individual slot. If a transportation system

based on fully automated cars could be developed, peo-

plewould not need to own cars but could rely on a service

such as the one offered by taxis with vehicles that would

come on demand and offer a complement to mass trans-

port. This is the concept of the cybercar, which is under

development in Europe [51.70].

51.6.3 Environmental Factors

The ever-increasing deployment of passenger and com-

mercial vehicles has led to critical environment problems

of noise and of pollution in the local community. In ad-

dition greenhouse-gas emissions have an impact at the
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global environment level. Recently automotive manu-

facturers have been able to reduce emissions of local

pollutants drastically; noise in cities is now perceived as

themajor problem by the inhabitants. At the global level,

the generation of CO2 through the use of fossil fuels is

also considered to be a major problem that will require

drastic steps. In the short term, this may lead to limit-

ing the use of vehicles that generate CO2 above certain

levels. In the longer term, this will lead the automotive

industry to offer vehicles that run on various forms of

energy and to new forms of transportation systems with

much higher efficiency. Automated vehicles running in

platoon formations on new infrastructures could form

such a system.

51.6.4 The Automobile of the Future

All three challenges are now at the heart of new poli-

cies being developed in many countries. These policies

concern safety and emissions features on the vehicles

with a strong push towards advanced safety systems, as

was recently seen in Europe with the Intelligent Car Ini-

tiative [51.71]. At the infrastructure level, there is also

a strong push to implement regulation schemes to limit

and control the use of road transport and promote alter-

native and more efficient transport means. In the future,

this means that the use of a private automobile will be

much more regulated and more integrated with other

modes of transport.

The automotive industry might move from an indus-

try of products to an industry of service where anyone

can have access tomobility in themost cost efficientway.

Both mass transportation and individual transportation

would be offered by companies in themost cost-efficient

way, respecting local regulations. Companies operating

in this service industry could be transit operators, taxi

Fig. 51.14 Car sharing from Toyota

Fig. 51.15 Automated electric cars from Honda

companies, car rental companies, car-sharing companies

or even new entrants into the transportation business

such as mobile phone companies, which are already

familiar with large customer bases and mobility ser-

vices. Car-sharing operators such as those operating in

Germany, Switzerland, Japan, and the USA are likely

candidates [51.72]. Figure 51.14 shows a commercial

car-sharing operation.

In this context, new types of vehicles such as electric

ones and automated driving are being developed because

of the decrease in cost of operation and improvements

in safety.

Demonstration projects by Honda and by Toyota

have already been put in place along these lines. How-

ever, this market is still searching for its operators and

business model as well as the right products [51.70].

Figure 51.15 shows the Honda concept automated car.

There are two distinct trends in the future of auto-

mated vehicles. One is with advanced driving assistance,

which has spread rapidly since the late 1990s with

numerous techniques appearing recently in high-end

passenger vehicles and commercial vehicles (buses and

trucks). This trend has been described earlier in this

chapter. The other trend is associated with the arrival

of people-movers based on automated guided vehicles

(small or large) in specific locations and on dedicated

tracks (protected or not).

It is forecast that, in the next ten years, these two

trends will merge, with individual vehicles having dual-

mode capabilities: manual (with strong control and

assistance) driving on regular roads and fully automatic

driving on dedicated zones where no (or few) manual

vehicles will be allowed, thereby ensuring smooth and

safe operation of the automated vehicles [51.70]. This

type of vehicle will be perfect for the implementation

of mobility services with vehicles that can be called on
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demand (perhaps through a mobile phone) when and

where needed. With the development of such zones,

new dedicated infrastructures will be built specifically

for these vehicles to go automatically and at high speed

from one automated zone to the next. This appears to

the most realistic path for automated highways to be

realized, since it is now considered nearly impossible

to have a smooth evolution from the actual infrastruc-

ture with its manual vehicles to one with a majority of

fully automated ones. This is one of the reasons why the

AHS project was cancelled in the USA despite a very

successful demonstration in 1997.

51.6.5 Automated Vehicle Deployment

As discussed earlier some automated functions are being

introduced in production vehicles. Honda and Toyota

have introduced a combination of lateral control (lane

keeping assistance using image processing) and longi-

tudinal control (adaptive cruise control using laser and

radar sensors) [51.57]. An intelligent parking assist sys-

Fig. 51.16 Toyota ABRT used in IMTS Phileas

Fig. 51.17 Cybercars at Schipohl airport, Amsterdam

tem has been introduced recently by Toyota, offering the

ability for the car to be parked without the driver using

the steering wheel. However, this system does not use

sensors: the driver has to position his/her vehicle on the

image of the rear camera [51.55]. However, most car

manufacturers and some component manufacturers are

actively working on the sensors to remove this task from

the driver.

Fully automated vehicles without any human inter-

vention or supervision are now appearing in the

commercial domain. Automated bus rapid transit

(ABRT) combines the service quality of rail transit

with the flexibility and cost of buses (as shown in

Fig. 51.16). Nonautomated bus rapid transit (BRT) is

already recommended by the Word Bank in developing

countries as the most efficient mass transport system.

By reserving a dedicated lane for bus operation and

adding some light infrastructure to facilitate loading

and unloading, capacities similar to those of a train

(60 000 passengers/h/direction) can be obtained, as has

been demonstrated in South America [51.73]. By adding
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the driving automation on a BRT, the system can be

made more efficient and safer, as is already the case

with automated metros.

The intelligent multimode transit system (IMTS)

consists of vehicles guided by magnetic markers imbed-

ded in the middle of their dedicated roads. The platoon

running function (three electronically linked vehicles

running in file formation at uniform speeds) of the IMTS

consists of precisely controlling the speed of all the ve-

hicles in the platoon to be the same at all times [51.74].

In the city of Eindhoven in The Netherlands, multi-

articulated buses with several steering axes are also

running in automated mode on a dedicated track us-

ing magnetic markers [51.75]. These ABRT usually

keep a driver on the vehicle since there is the pos-

sibility of reverting to the manual mode if need be

(such as for an unexpected obstacle or in situations with

many pedestrians); however, future plans are for full

automation.

ABRT technology can also be found with smaller

vehicles, now called cybercars, for on-demand door-to-

door operation [51.70]. These vehicles have been put

in operation for the first time at the Schiphol airport

(Amsterdam) in December 1997 to move passengers

from long-term parking lots to the airport terminal

(Fig. 51.17). Since this time these cybercars have been

further developed, financed by the Information Society

Technologies (IST) programme of the European Com-

mission [51.70]. The long-term future of cybercars may

lie with the development of dual-mode vehicles, with

a particular emphasis on car-sharing operations [51.72].

Cybercars will have an automatic mode for operation

in city centers (restricted to this type of vehicles) and

a driver-operated (with assistance) mode for regular

roads. The automobile industry is examining the via-

bility of the development of such vehicles.

In order to match the performance of manually

driven vehicles in urban environments, automated ve-

hicles face major technical challenges. In particular,

planning a trajectory for a car while avoiding moving

and static obstacles remains as an important research

challenge. In 2005, the DARPA Grand Challenge de-

scribed at the beginning of this chapter brought together

a large number of these researchers to demonstrate the

feasibility of automated driving techniques. Five ve-

hicles succeeded in completing the difficult course of

132miles in the desert in totally autonomous mode.

The next DARPA challenge in 2007 will see multiple

vehicles operating simultaneously in an urban envi-

ronment; this challenge will certainly bring products

based on autonomous vehicle techniques closer to the

market [51.76].

51.7 Future Trends and Prospects

Our cars, trucks, and buses are inevitably getting smarter.

The future path is not completely known, and is likely

to vary in different locations.

Several trends are clear, however. As sensor-

equipped vehicles become more common, there will

be increasing opportunities to build sensor-friendly

technologies into roadways and into vehicles. It is

straightforward to reduce the amount of radar clut-

ter on roadsides by replacing large metal signs, which

are excellent radar reflectors, with nonreflective signs

made of plastic or composites. It will be desirable to

make overpasses with lower radar reflectivities, either

by using different materials, by coating steel structures

with radar-absorbing material, or by proper geometry

design. At the same time, it will be desirable to in-

crease the radar cross-section of small vehicles, such

as motorcycles, to make them easier for radar-equipped

cars to detect. Radar-reflecting licence plates, for in-

stance, would make smaller vehicles stand out more

clearly.

The next steps may be to deploy systems that

support the active transmission information from infras-

tructure to vehicle and vehicle to vehicle. Dedicated

short-range communications (DSRC) is already in wide

use in smart toll collection. It is easy to imagine

DSRC-equipped vehicles receiving alerts from road-

side sensors of upcoming fog, or ice, or congestion.

Intelligent vehicles that detect unusual roadway con-

ditions (via radar or lidar, slip detectors, or driver

actions such as hard braking) could broadcast that

information to all nearby smart vehicles. As market

penetration of equipped vehicles increases, the value

of such ad hoc communications nets will go up dramat-

ically.

Vehicle-to-vehicle communications need not be only

via radio. Light-emitting diode (LED) brake lights can
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be pulsed at kilohertz frequencies, well above the band-

width at which human eyes can detect flicker, but easily

received by following vehicles. This would be a straight-

forward way for a vehicle to tell other vehicles about

the onset of hard braking, or other unusual roadway

conditions.

51.8 Conclusions and Further Reading

The general public will become increasingly accus-

tomed to intelligent systems – sensors and commu-

nications on vehicles. The only showstopper in the

large-scale deployment of robotics technologies in the

automobile field is the ability of the industry to deliver

the technologies with total safety, which focus attention

on the problems of failsafe systems and their certifica-

tion. The rail and aerospace industries have solved these

problems but in a very different environment. In these in-

dustries, the cost of safety for each vehicle can be much

higher than in a car or a bus and the operational environ-

ment is also quite different, with professionals operating

and maintaining the system. Manufacturers will slowly

develop experience in reliability and cost engineering,

and governmentswill graduallywork out liability issues.

For these reasons, systems that put the driver in the loop

of new automation technologies will be the initial focus

of development.

This technical progress still will not answer societal

questions. Will smart vehicles make public transporta-

tion more efficient and desirable? Or will they make it

easier for people to use their personal vehicles, since

driving will be less stressful? The nature of transport,

and its effect on urban areas, is not easily predictable.

Intelligent transportation systems of the future will pro-

vide the tools to shape these discussions; society will

have to choose its future from an increasingly rich set of

alternatives.

For further reading on this topic there are a number

of sources that can be recommended:

• intelligent vehicles survey text [51.77]

• intelligent transport systems journals [51.78–80]

• annual conferences [51.81–84]

• government resources [51.85–89]

• magazines [51.90]
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